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Expert: Mr. Parth Sejpal 

Date: 19th oct. 2019 

Venue: PDV Lab, COE workshop Building 

 



19th Oct 2019, Jamnagar 

Government polytechnic Jamnagar has to be conducted a workshop on “Basic of IPR” under SSIP dated 

19th October 2019, time 11:00 to 17:00 at PDV Lab, COE workshop Building, at Govt. Polytechnic 

Jamnagar. 

 Students startup innovation project (SSSIP) is government program to start up fuel to innovation 

program to the students and developed new young scientist, mostly every engineering stream have a 

subject name “project” which is more compatibility to innovation of their interest field. Many of the 

innovation and invention need to understand the Intellectual properties right & patent filing so this 

workshop is very helpful to the young scientist for basic knowledge of patent, copy right, design & trade 

mark. 

19th October, Morning 11:00 AM Mr. R S Oza, Lecturer in civil Department has to be inauguration  

speech  on basic knowledge and ideas 

of  this work shop , he has also 

introduced to workshop expert Mr. 

Parth sejpal . Mr. Oza also given 

scheduled of the program to the 

participates  

Session has divided in two parts: 

 Morning session 11 AM to 1 

PM Theory class  

 Afternoon session 2PM to 5 

PM Hands-on training  

SSIP Institute Co-coordinator Shri 

Vrunda Kotadawala has given 

bouquet to the invited honorable 

chief guest Mr. Parth sejpal with 

welcome speech, she given brief  

introduction of  workshop and count the benefit to the participates to be participated in this workshop  

Moring 11:30 AM , Mr. Sejpal is assistant professor and registered Indian patent agent from  GTU has 

started with basic term and key difference of  innovation and invention , also given meaning of 

intellectual property , Types and evaluation. Patent filling, Trademark, copy right and industrial design, 

geographical location has core part of work. He also given knowledge of how to filling patent form, 

patent rules, web site and online procedure with fees structure  



 

Expert Mr. Sejpal explain on Geographical Indication  

 

 

 

Total no. of the faculties participate was approximate 45 and final year students participate was 46 so 

total number of participate in workshop was around 91. After Morning session all participate has to be 

started hands – on at PDV Lab. 



 

At Afternoon session PDV Lab has sufficient computers for hands-on to participates. They have 

searched, how much no of patent filled in Jamnagar and other cities. How was the procedure in online, 

Form filled and Time duration of Patent has to be aware with hands-on  

 

 Finally all participates were very enjoy to taken participation in workshop and given feedback about 

how to improved and refined its knowledge of the Intellectual properties right, patent, trademark, copy 

right and industrial design. Shri Vrunda Madam said that “I never clear doubt without theory and hands-

on practice, this was the perfect combination of the workshop, my lots of doubt clear to attended this 

workshop and become confident for filling for my new patent”  



Last Shri Vrunda Madam has given word of thanks to the invited chief guest and all participated 

members , she also thanked  to the Principal of the institute and committee members for successes of 

the this workshop. 

 


